Accelerate and Scale Business Analytics
with HP and SAP HANA
Delivered by Logicalis
Jump-Start Your Business Analytics with SAP
HANA Solutions from HP and Logicalis
 Sift through vast arrays of information for
actionable insights
 Quickly make informed business decisions
 Accelerate business intelligence, reporting
and analysis capabilities

Did you know:
HP fully supports
the future of
in-memory
computing with
over 50 engineers
from HP & SAP
working together?

What can we do for
your organization?
Contact Logicalis to
learn how we can help.
Visit
www.us.logicalis.com/
saphana
Call
866.456.4422
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SAP HANA from HP: The Big Data Solution for
Small and Medium Enterprises
No matter what the size of your organization,
you can accelerate access to your business
data with SAP HANA built on an HP Converged
Infrastructure.
Go BIG with HP for SAP HANA
Logicalis can help your organization take
advantage of HP scale-out configurations that
support very large data volumes on SAP HANA.
These systems also provide options for
automated failover for high-availability or semiautomated, “disaster tolerant” failover to
a secondary site.
The HP portfolio, delivered by highly-qualified
Logicalis experts, offers complete, preintegrated solutions that are tuned and
optimized to deliver maximum performance for
your SAP applications.

What is SAP HANA?
SAP HANA is an in-memory database
technology that leverages the low cost of
computer server memory (RAM), the data
processing abilities of multi-core processors,
and the fast data access of solid-state drives
to deliver better performance of analytical
and transactional applications. SAP HANA
supports relational data, semi-structured
and unstructured data management within
the same system.
What is an SAP HANA Appliance?
Together with HP, Logicalis is able to deliver
SAP HANA preconfigured as an appliance
providing in-memory computing bundled with
hardware, software and managed services.
Contact Logicalis for a SAP HANA Workshop
Today
As an expert in SAP HANA on HP, Logicalis has
created a workshop for SAP clients who are
considering HANA solutions. This in-depth,
one-on-one workshop is held on-site at your
company’s location. It is designed to help you
identify the right business analytics solution for
your company, and will help you create a longterm strategy that allows for scale-out while
delivering the best total cost of acquisition
and total cost of ownership positions possible.
Why Logicalis?
Logicalis is one of HP’s largest national
Enterprise Solution Partners in North America,
with a nearly two decade relationship. We have
been recognized by HP for both our product
acumen as well as our solutions expertise.
Our engineers collectively hold hundreds of HP
certifications, including the highest levels of
certification available for all HP Servers,
Storage, Networking, and operating systems.

